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The pitfalls and risks of pre-sales in property development

This is the second in our 4 part series of articles on
residential pre-sales where we provide a discussion
on some of the pitfalls and risks inherent in presales. We also share some key tips on how lenders
can mitigate risk.
To some developers, all pre-sales are equal. Yet,
developers need to understand that lenders, concerned
with maintaining prudent lending standards, focus on
the quality of pre-sales. At BRI Ferrier, we encourage
lenders to follow some key principles to mitigate
potential risks before allowing loan funds to be drawn:
\\ Do not be complacent.
\\ Check and follow internal policies.
\\ Be sceptical, particularly where no agent is involved
\\
\\
\\
\\

(misrepresentation can be a key issue).
Review the pre-sale information that developers
provide.
Try to identify all buyers.
Refer all contracts to a lawyer for sign-off.
Manage diligently on an ongoing basis.

Pre-sales aren’t always what they’re cracked
up to be
Developers often consider pre-sales to be a necessary
evil. The downside for them is that pre-sales are a

funding requirement that can reduce the end value
and profitability of the project. However, developers
have no choice but to lock-in pre-sales.
Problems can arise if project delays occur – in Council,
in contractor negotiations and when seeking finance.
These days, lenders often require a development
consent, construction contract and pre-sales to have
been locked in before they consider a loan application.
With finance difficult to obtain, there are often delays,
which will result in cost increases, particularly in a
rising market. Once pre-sales are locked in, there is no
opportunity to pass these cost increases on. Someone
in the development chain must bear these cost.
In this article, we have focused on pre-sales risk from
a lender’s point of view. Ultimately, lenders’ securities
entitle them to receive 100% of pre-sales revenue and
in turn they bear 100% of pre-sale settlement risk until
the loan is repaid.
The following table lists many of a lender’s key presale risks. It outlines when these risks occur, possible
symptoms, where they can be identified and where
the risks are likely to stem from.
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Lenders recognise sponsor reputational risk as a
significant risk in property development lending.
Many pre-sale risks occur at the very beginning of a
project, and many stem directly from the sponsor (e.g.
misrepresentation).
With thorough due diligence, lenders can eliminate key
risks before drawdown. Errors at this point can reflect
poorly on a lender in a default scenario, so care is advised.
Lenders should include the following steps in their
pre-sales due diligence:
\\ Understand the developer’s sales process and

commission rates.
\\ Visit the display suite and the development website
and do further online research.
\\ Consider sales rates and movements in average
prices over time.
\\ Is the sold stock representative of the whole
development? Does it raise any design or value
questions about the unsold stock?

\\ Check the plans against the sale contracts and

marketing material and reconcile them to the
building contract and quantity surveyor’s report.
\\ Review the proforma contract and special
conditions.
\\ Identify the purchasers where possible, and the
location and amount of deposits paid.
\\ Ensure a comprehensive legal review of the presales is completed.
Developers should be mindful of the concerns of
lenders in relation to pre-sales. Efforts should be made
to explain why possible risks do not apply in their case.
Developers should produce supporting evidence as
inadequate information will cause finance delays.
Regular reporting of ongoing pre-sales results will
be required and an appropriate compliance process
should be put in place.
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in property development
Our broad experience and industry resources equips
us to assist in the most complex situations. Please
contact Costa Nicodemou or Brett Lennane to find
out how we can support you.
Access earlier articles in this series here. To receive
future articles from BRI Ferrier register your interest
here.
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About BRI Ferrier
BRI Ferrier is a unique affiliation of expert business
recovery, insolvency, forensic accounting and advisory
firms. We provide practical, innovative services that
help financially distressed businesses to recover or at
least minimise the negative impacts of insolvency.
With over 160 staff and eleven practices in
Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong and the United
Kingdom, we work with clients of all types – from
individuals, sole traders and small businesses to public
corporations and government entities.
We also work with financiers, solicitors, accountants
and creditors to address the needs of all stakeholders
when businesses face financial challenges.
BRI Ferrier’s team has the expertise and resources to
meet any client challenge. By combining our skills and
enthusiasm, we achieve the best possible outcomes
in all cases where a business experiences financial
distress.

How BRI Ferrier can help
BRI Ferrier can assess your current situation and
advise on a path forward to minimise further risk.
Early intervention is often the key for a successful
restructure of your business. If you or your client
is experiencing financial challenges then don’t delay,
contact us today.
Important notice. The information contained in this Industry Insight is by way
of general comment only and is not intended as a substitute for specific advice
that addresses your particular circumstances. You should seek specific advice
before acting. The information contained in this Industry Insight remains the
exclusive intellectual property of BRI Ferrier and any reproduction, publication,
communication or adaptation of this information, without the prior written
consent of BRI Ferrier, will constitute an infringement of The Copyright Act 1968.
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